Twin
New
style

0m+
UV 50+

Item 781

Born to simplify life.
Maximum flexibility and practicality
The fabrics of OVO TWIN are now certified OEKOTEX®, to guarantee baby's safety and environmental
protection. These fabrics also offer protection from
UV rays.
Ideal for brothers of different ages, it avails

OEKO-TEX®

of extra (space saving) carrycots and car seats

certified fabrics

besides the stroller seats, to suit all requirements.
It offers 25 different configurations. Strollers are
reversible, both parents and street
facing. Kids can seat one after the other or face
to face. The handle is telescopic and adjustable.
It folds quickly and compact.
Both carrycots and car seats are optional
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Twin

Details that make the difference

Twin stroller

Colors

New
style

UV 50+

OEKO-TEX®®

Twin

certified fabrics

Accessories

Smart Silverline car seat Group 0+ (0-13 kg) (Item 545 T)
Space saving carrycot (Item 741)
Guscio Changing Bag (Item 024) page 120

The twin with the leverage effect, easy to manoeuvre
thanks to the ball bearings, suspensions and the telescopic handle

Open/close

Soft-touch telescopic handle

safety rail

Large UV 50+
treated hood

in faux leather to adapt it
to mum and dad’s height

with window, that turns
into sunshade thanks to a
practical zip

New

The textiles are easily

Simplified folding
Ovo twin has a new simplified
folding system, to improve its use

removable and washable at 30°

Reclining seats
strollers can be placed in two simple
steps facing forward or facing mum
and in other 6 configurations

Dark Grey Melange
Guscio Changing Bag
Item 024- Col. 650

5-points harness
with padded shoulder straps

Dark Grey Melange
Smart Silverline (Group 0+)

Dark Grey Melange
Ovo Twin Space-saving Carrycot

optional, fitted with adapters for Ovo Twin frame

optional accessory

Item 545 T - Col. 650

Item 741 - Col. 650

optional accessory

details on page 120

Locking latch
Centralized rear brake
practical use

Reclining seats

Large storage basket

3 positions adjustable front seat
2 positions adjustable rear seat

8 ball bearings

Anodized aluminium frame

in the swiveling front wheels,
equipped with shock absorbers
and braking system

elliptical tubes, light and compact
(only 10,3 kg)

Compact book folding system

Standard equipment
cm 38

cm 107

cm 109

cm 129,5

EN 1888
Stroller (6-36 months)
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equipped with 4 ball bearings

Dark Grey Melange
Stroller
Item 781 - Col. 650

Complies with

cm 143

Large rear wheels

approved up to 5 kg (11 lb 176.4oz)
capacity

cm 132

10,3 kg

cm 106

cm 64

15,2 kg

cm 117

Winter foot muff
Rain cover
Adapters for Ovo Twin space saving carrycot
Support for Smart Silverline car seat (group 0+)

Navy Blue Jeans
Stroller
Item 781 - Col. 653

Navy Blue Jeans
Smart Silverline (Group 0+)
optional, fitted with adapters for Ovo Twin frame

Item 545 T - Col. 653

Navy Blue Jeans
Ovo Twin Space-saving Carrycot
optional accessory

Item 741 - Col. 653
Navy Blue Jeans
Guscio Changing Bag
Item 024 - Col. 653
optional accessory

details on page 120
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